1. Introduction {#Section1}
===============

Cancer remains one of the diseases which possess a level of complexity that demands pragmatic multi-step processes for diagnosis and treatment. With a rapid expansion in nanotechnology, there has been an unprecedented development in nanomedicine to counter this complexity [@B1]. The quest to achieve a more specific cancer diagnosis and treatment has led to the exploration of an amazing platform called "theranostics" [@B2], which is a term used to describe the concerted therapeutic and diagnostic roles carried out by a single system. Therefore, it is an intimate connection between diagnosis and therapeutics which can provide a regimen of treatment that is more specific to individuals and likely to facilitate improved prognosis [@B3]. In a slightly broader view, theranostics has been described as the use of appropriate diagnostic methodologies to personalize therapeutic interventions [@B4]. Personalized medicine (PM) which is synonymous with patient-centred care continues to be the predominant basis for treating patients with theranostics. More importantly, a transition from universal medicine to individualized medicine has emerged as a revolution to include unique approaches for customized theranostics based on interpersonal variation to drug response [@B5] and as such, nanotheranostic medicines lead the way to achieve this goal. As part of PM, the ultimate aim of cancer theranostics is to diagnose the state of diseases and offer patients with target-specific medications at the required dosage.

Significant efforts have been invested in nanotechnology, and tremendous progress has been made with a number of versatile nanosystems demonstrating considerable potential for effective and less toxic diagnostic interventions [@B6]. Small molecules which measure approximately 1 nm and less than 2000 daltons have routinely been used as imaging agents in clinical practice. The use of 2-deoxy-2-(18F) fluoro-D-glucose \[FDG\] for positron emission tomography (PET), iodinated small molecules for computed tomography (CT) and chelated gadolinium for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widespread in clinical practice [@B7]-[@B9]. However, intermediately sized, long circulating, and slowly excreted imaging agents may cause both high background and long-term toxicity. Therefore, multiple versatile systems that have demonstrated superiority both in cancer diagnosis and drug delivery have been created. Nano-based theranostics, which employ quantum dots (QD) [@B10]-[@B12], gadolinium nanoparticles [@B13], [@B14], carbon nanotubes (CNT) [@B15]-[@B17], gold nanoparticles (AuNP) [@B18], [@B19], silica nanoparticles (SiNP) [@B20], [@B21], indocyanine green (ICG) [@B22], [@B23] and chlorin e6 [@B24], have credibly demonstrated their advantages over traditional diagnostic agents. However, apart from iron oxide nanoparticles which have been approved by U.S. FDA for clinical MRI [@B25]-[@B27], none of the theranostic nanoconstructs has been approved for clinical use. Due to their suitable particle sizes which lead to reasonably longer systemic circulation, as compared to other small molecules, these nano-based systems allow repeated detection without the need for further administration [@B28]. In view of this, a number of nanotheranostics under research strive to make good use of nano-based therapeutic strategies combined with diagnostic imaging techniques for an improved cancer treatment.

With a detailed assessment of their pharmacology and toxicity in animals and patients, nanotheranostics are expected to offer distinct advantages as better substitutes for traditional diagnostic probes and therapeutics separately administered in clinical practice [@B29], [@B30]. These systems are particularly tailored to enhance their site specificity, thereby ensuring an efficient diagnostic and therapeutic intervention. For the design, four major entities serve as carriers, targeting moieties and agents for diagnosis and therapy. These are collectively tailored for diagnosis and primarily combined with photodynamic therapy (PDT), photothermal therapy (PTT) as well as magnetic-, small molecule drug- and nucleic acid-based therapy. As depicted in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, the general idea is to include one or more of the above-mentioned moieties to ensure an efficient delivery system for cancer nanotheranostics. For this approach, theranostic drugs are designed in a way that permits the drug and the diagnostic or contrast agent to be conjugated/encapsulated through chemical or physical means [@B31]. Since the formulation is constructed to deliver the drug with respect to prominent biological or physical triggers, cargoes (theranostic agents) are expected to be delivered to the predetermined target site for their respective roles. Basically, these versatile nanotheranostic systems are formulated in the form of dendrimers [@B32], core shells [@B33]-[@B36], liposomes [@B37], micelles [@B38], vesicles [@B39], polymers [@B40] or microbubbles [@B41]. A relatively large number of nanotheranostic systems involve photo-triggered therapy, whereby one moiety of the system serves as both imaging and photothermal agents capable of destroying cancer cells [@B42]. Other researchers have also employed the co-encapsulation of co-therapeutics [@B33], [@B34] and imaging agents [@B43], [@B44] to simultaneously perform diagnosis without interfering with the role of the therapeutic agent. This approach has not only been used for treatment [@B33] but has also been extensively employed for combination therapy and diagnosis in nano-drug delivery systems [@B43].

Ultimately, the success of nanotheranostics depends mainly on how they can be intelligently tailored to deliver chemical and biological entities to the expected tumour target while ensuring that an imaging technique can be used to carry out the diagnostic role. Intrinsic features such as lower pH [@B45], higher temperature [@B46], immense redox potential [@B47], enzyme overexpression and high levels of reactive oxygen species associated with tumours have been identified and used to promote the release of drugs at targeted sites for cancer treatment [@B48]-[@B50]. Such stimuli-triggered delivery strategies for cancer therapeutics primarily involve the application of characteristic features of tumour microenvironment or cellular physiological conditions to enable successful delivery of theranostic agents [@B51]. In addition, physical stimuli basically include the use of high temperature, light, ultrasound, magnetic field and electrical field to ensure the release of the theranostic payload [@B52]. External stimuli in cancer delivery are used because cancerous tissues possess a variety of endogenous features that may vary with tumour types. While intrinsic features characterize most cancer cells, they may not be sufficient to independently trigger nanotheranostic release in certain instances [@B53]. These intelligent nanosystems are therefore designed to take advantage of such conditions to offer the desired results with high efficiency and little side effects.

In line with this, we seek to give a detailed account of versatile nanosystems which have reportedly gained prominence in the field of cancer theranostics over the years. This review attempts to highlight various novel strategies that depend on physiological-responsive factors in cancer cells. We also provide a discussion on systems with multi-responsive properties and other nanosystems which possess intelligent nano-properties to enable efficient delivery of cargo for combined therapy and diagnosis. Innovative delivery strategies for detecting and treating circulating tumour cells (CTCs) as well as circulating cancer stem cells (CCSCs) will also be discussed in detail. Generally, nanotheranostic delivery systems are specifically required to be non-toxic to healthy tissues and are expected to avoid triggering undesirable immune responses. Furthermore, clinical practicality remains the most relevant factor in the development of nano-based delivery systems for cancer theranostics.

2. Stimuli-responsive strategies for nanotheranostic delivery {#Section2}
=============================================================

Generally, nanoscale particles have the ability to accumulate in tumours due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect and *via* specific targeting receptors and antigens. However, they are required to release the drug or trigger it at predetermined sites for the intended purpose [@B53]. Apart from EPR effect, while some nanosystems possess characteristic properties which enhance targeting and drug delivery, stimulus-responsive carriers provide an additional advantage to increase the local concentration of drugs within cancer cells by triggering changes in certain material properties in the tumour milieu [@B44]. This process is usually dependent on a coordinated response to biophysical stimuli or a response based on a combination of several factors encompassing both internal and external stimuli (multiple responsive). **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** summarizes how some stimuli-dependent nanotheranostic systems for cancer theranostics strive to exploit one or more of these strategies to offload their cargo at targeted cellular environments in a required manner and dosage to ensure that both roles can be discharged in a coordinated sequence.

2.1 Biological stimuli-responsive nanotheranostics {#Section2.1}
--------------------------------------------------

### pH-sensitive nanotheranostics

As a result of active metabolism, the tumour microenvironment is highly acidic as compared to normal tissues. pH-sensitive nanosystems have been developed to specifically trigger drug release by taking full advantage of the tumour hyperacidity. A number of these drug delivery systems have either been translated into clinical application or are in the process of being approved by the U.S. FDA for the treatment of various malignancies [@B54], [@B55]. These nanosystems are capable of significantly improving the delivery of theranostics. For instance, Ling *et al.* investigated tumour pH-sensitive magnetic nanogrenades (PMNs) with self-assembled iron oxide nanoparticles. pH-responsive ligands were incorporated into the system to target tumours by surface charge-switching triggered by the acidic cellular microenvironment. The nanoparticles further produced magnetic resonance contrast, fluorescence and therapeutic activity as it efficiently induced apoptosis [@B56]. Several research groups have also taken steps to study mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) functionalized with pH-dependent acid-labile linkers. Herein, the underlying principle is that the drug is linked to the porous structure of MSNs *via* acid-sensitive linkers, such as hydrazone and acetal [@B57].

A comb polymer poly (glycidyl methacrylate)-graft-ethane diamine-graft-polyethylene glycol (PGMA-g-EDA-g-PEG) was used to decorate QDs *via* a ligand exchange method for site-specific release. In this particular study, doxorubicin was conjugated to form a pH-sensitive theranostic release system. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to ascertain the quantity of various moieties that were efficiently incorporated into the nanosystem. The group further reported that 80 wt% of comb-shaped polymers were successfully coated on the surface of QDs, whereas 10 wt% of QDs were incorporated into the nanotheranostic system. UV-Vis transmission and photoluminescence spectra suggested that these nanoparticles maintained the optical properties of QDs and doxorubicin while *in vitro* release studies showed that PGMA-g-EDA-g-PEG-DOX and PGMA-g-EDA-g-PEG-QDs-DOX were pH sensitive and could be employed in combined imaging and targeted therapy [@B12].

As mentioned earlier, QDs have been employed in the design of nanotheranostics. Compared to more toxic nanoparticles such as CdSe or CdTe quantum dots, there has been a gradual shift to zinc oxide (ZnO) quantum dots due to their relatively low toxicity [@B58]. The pH-dependent ZnO nanoparticles have the ability to serve both as an imaging agent and phototherapeutic agent as well as drug carriers [@B58]. After the pH-induced endolysosomal escape, ZnO efficiently generates reactive oxygen species (further enhanced by UV irradiation) in the cellular environment [@B59]-[@B61] and can result in mitochondrial damage [@B62], while fluorescence imaging can be used to monitor intracellular trafficking. Hong *et al.* developed green fluorescent ZnO nanowires (NWs) which could be employed for targeted imaging of cancer cells. The researchers established that after the surface of ZnO NWs was functionalized to make them water-soluble, fluorescent ZnO NWs selectively accumulated in tumours, and their fluorescence emission could be detected by fluorescence microscopy. As shown in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**, the fluorescence signal of ZnO NWs was significantly lower at 3 h compared to 1 h as a result of a possible dissolution of the NWs in acidic endolysosomes (pH \~5) [@B59]. In a follow-up study, red fluorescent ZnO nanoparticles were strategically developed for positron PET imaging and fluorescence imaging of the tumour vasculature. These nanoparticles were intelligently conjugated to 64Cu (t~1/2~ = 12.7 h) and TRC105 (endoglin antibody) for a reliable theranostic intervention[@B33]. Much attention was given to the ZnO-aided diagnostics in this study as compared to ZnO therapeutics described elsewhere [@B61], [@B62]. However, the researchers demonstrated that the strategy is a versatile nanotheranostic delivery system and possibly takes advantage of pH sensitivity to carry out the dual roles.

This strategy is seen as one of the key delivery techniques in theranostics. As speculated by some researchers, the strategy may largely be suitable for only thermolabile cargoes [@B63]. Hence, further investigation is needed to test its strength in delivering other nanotheranostic agents which may not be thermolabile under physiological conditions.

### Redox-dependent nanotheranostics

The reduction potential of cancer cells can be ascribed to the presence of glutathione (GSH), a thiol-containing compound which primarily combats oxidative stress in living cells. The amount (\~2 μM) of GSH in the extracellular matrix (ECM) is significantly lower than the amount in cells (\~0.5-10 mM), where the elevated quantity helps to reduce oxidative stress [@B64]. Taking advantage of this condition, intracellular release of theranostic entities using widely known reducing agents such as GSH, dithiothreitol (DTT) and mercaptoethanol have been employed in numerous redox-dependent nanosystems [@B65]. To induce rapid intracellular release, GSH associated with cancer cells can cleave the disulphide bond in nanotheranostic moieties[@B66], [@B67]. This is exactly how researchers seek to design theranostic systems that mimic this reaction in order to ensure site-specific delivery of theranostic agents. Liu *et al.* developed redox-responsive, self-quenching, polysaccharide-based theranostic nanoparticles (DEX-SS-NH~2~) for tumour imaging and therapy [@B68]. In a related study, dextran-chlorin e6 (Dex-SS-Ce6) conjugates, which rationally self-assemble into uniform spherical shapes, were also developed to exhibit cellular redox-responsiveness that is capable of producing detectable fluorescence signal. In addition, *in vivo*studies suggested that Dex-SS-Ce6-treated mice demonstrated an enhanced tumour targeting ability, active cellular uptake, and improved theranostic efficacy, compared to free Ce6 treated mice [@B69]. Though most redox-responsive nanosystems depend solely on disulphide bond cleavage, a novel theranostic strategy has been developed by Wang *et al.* In this study, a paramagnetic nanolid dissolution strategy was employed for cancer therapy and MRI. A rational MSN was employed to produce redox-activated delivery and MRI theranostics. Water-stable and small-sized Mn~3~O~4~nanolids were subsequently used as nanolids to cap drug-loaded nanochannels of the carrier. Exposure to the cellular reducing microenvironment resulted in a steady-state dissolution of these nanolids *via* interaction with gate-opening triggers such as GSH and DTT for redox-assisted dissolution of Mn~3~O~4~, thereby attaining a robust theranostic release. Furthermore, Wang\'s group demonstrated that a redox-responsive dissolution of paramagnetic Mn~3~O~4~ nanolids into Mn^2+^ significantly increased the MRI *T1* signal [@B70]. In all, the system provided an intelligent drug release strategy and an added MRI opportunity to track the feedback of therapy.

Redox-sensitive theranostic systems have proven to be successful in research and may be further studied for future clinical translation. However, the main constraint related to this strategy is the extensive variation in the levels of naturally occurring GSH, a compound that plays a significant role in a variety of redox bio-reactions in the tumour microenvironment [@B71]. To successfully take advantage of GSH, any nanotheranostic formulation which depends on redox potential for its efficient delivery is required to efficiently manage this condition.

### Enzyme-based nanotheranostics

Enzymes are biological catalysts with specific components that possess exceptional recognition abilities to perform outstanding catalytic roles. When combined with the unique properties of nanomaterials, the resulting enzyme-responsive nanosystems can be designed to perform roles with high specificity for therapy and diagnosis [@B72]. Enzyme-responsive nanotheranostic systems mainly rely on the cleavage of esters or short peptide sequences by enzymes such as esterases or proteases [@B73]. When the enzymatic activity is prevalent in a particular tissue or the enzyme is found in higher concentrations at the target site, the nanomaterial can be programmed to deliver drugs *via* enzymatic conversion of delivery vehicles [@B74]. The exceptional efficiency of these enzymes in catalyzing biochemical reactions can be used to amplify the signal generated by theranostics. This role of enzymes in biomedical applications such as diagnostics and therapeutics has led to the fabrication of enzyme-responsive nanotheranostics as transducers of various enzymatic activities [@B72]. Particularly, Cui and his research group recently constructed a robust enzyme-responsive nanotheranostic system. The Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-related nanosystem was designed by a lysine junction covalent linkage technique involving a combination of fluorescent doxorubicin, cell-penetrating peptides and a black hole quencher. They clearly demonstrated that after cleavage of the lysine junction by protease cathepsin B (CatB), the designed drug beacon could deliver the fluorescent drug with response to the lysosomal CatB while ensuring an efficient theranostic intervention [@B75]. Huang *et al*. also designed a novel alkaline phosphatase (ALP)-responsive theranostic system which triggers co-assembly of ICG and NapFFKYp to generate nanofibres at the cellular microenvironment. The overexpression of alkaline phosphatase in the tumour milieu was intelligently utilized to convert the designed micelle to a nanofibre (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), with ICG simultaneously serving as a photoacoustic (PA) or fluorescence imaging probe as well as an active therapeutic agent [@B76]. The research groups demonstrated that these nanosystems could be promising candidates for nanoscale enzyme-based delivery vehicles in combined cancer therapy and diagnosis. However, there have been concerns with inconsistencies in the release profile associated with delivery strategies that incorporate enzyme inhibitors, as well as those that depend on enzymes to trigger release or convert prodrugs [@B77]. Therefore, any robust enzyme-based nanotheranostic system is expected to exhibit desirable theranostic release profile to make it a better clinical candidate in the future.

2.2 Physical stimuli-responsive nanosystems {#Section2.2}
-------------------------------------------

### Photo-triggered nanotheranostics

Photo-triggered drug delivery seeks to utilize non-invasive light sources to alter the state of nanoparticles capable of absorbing light for "smart" release of drugs and diagnostic agents. Due to their specific light absorption properties, most photo-responsive materials are derived from plasmonic metal compounds with a relatively high optical potential in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) region where cellular penetration is feasible [@B78]. In addition, Ultra-Violet (UV) light is usually employed in some reactive oxygen species-generating photodynamic systems but has limited ability to penetrate deep-seated cancer tissues within the body. To control the release of cargo, most researchers have developed methods to modify nanocarriers by attaching drug molecules or other nanoparticles through NIR-sensitive covalent bonds or UV-aided, photo-cleavable molecular gates [@B57]. Surface plasmon resonance and its associated photothermal effect can also be used to convert inactive molecules into active forms [@B79]. In effect, photo-responsive systems are primarily made up of metal nanoparticles as the core, capable of efficiently absorbing NIR light and subsequently converting it to heat energy for photothermal therapy [@B57] or UV light to generate reactive oxygen species for photodynamic therapy [@B80], [@B81].

In particular, MSNs have been extensively used for photo-based theranostics. Firstly, photosensitive molecules have been successfully incorporated into MSN frameworks to construct nanotheranostic systems. Secondly, reversible or irreversible chemical cross-linking strategies that depend on coumarin dimerization have also been applied to the synthesis of photo-responsive MSNs [@B37]. Furthermore, various photosensitive linkers, such as thioundecyl-tetraethyleneglycol-ester-o-nitrobenzylethyl dimethyl ammonium bromide (TUNA) (cleavage at UV region), s-coordinated Ru(bpy)~2~(PPh~3~)-moieties (cleavage at visible region), and 7-aminocoumarin derivative (CD) (cleavage at visible or NIR region) have been functionalized in MSNs for photo-driven release of therapeutics. Upon irradiation at corresponding wavelengths, the linkers can be specifically cleaved, and the loaded cargo is released from the pores of these customized MSNs [@B82]. More significantly, the photo-driven release of functionalized MSNs can be reversible or irreversible with respect to their light absorption and specific linkage [@B83].

Additionally, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), including gold nanospheres, nanocages, nanorods, hollow nanoshells, and gold sulphide nanoparticles have extensively been used for imaging and photo-triggered activation of nanosystems. Compared to other shapes, nanocages have a higher surface area that helps to enhance the resolution in optical imaging. Also, AuNPs possess weaker optical signatures compared to other light-responsive nanoparticles such as QDs, but employing NIR-absorbing gold nanocages for theranostic delivery can significantly improve the image contrast [@B84].

Many other innovative approaches have also been investigated for photo-driven cancer theranostics. For instance, He *et al*. developed a bifunctional nanoparticle-based carrier for *in vivo* imaging and photodynamic therapy by incorporating methylene blue (MB) in phosphonate-terminated silica matrix (PSiNPs). The resulting MB-encapsulated PSiNPs effectively prevented the leakage of incorporated MB from the particles and provided a cover against reduction by diaphorase. Irradiation of MB-encapsulated PSiNPs resulted in an efficient production of reactive oxygen species which caused significant damage to cancer cells. Furthermore, *in vivo* visualization confirmed that MB-encapsulated PSiNPs offer NIR luminescence for a suitable diagnostic intervention [@B85]. Another study fabricated ICG-loaded nanovesicles as NIR erythrocyte-mimicking transducers (NETs). The researchers successfully engineered a hybrid nanosystem derived from membranes of haemoglobin-depleted erythrocytes to encapsulate FDA-approved ICG for photo-triggered theranostics. To investigate the photostability of NETs, they obtained the absorption spectra after laser irradiation at 808 nm (incidence irradiance of 19.7 W/cm^2)^and further confirmed that NETs were somewhat more vulnerable to photodegradation than free ICG alone. The research group attributed the phenomenon to conformational alterations in the membrane proteins of NETs from photo-thermal denaturation and subsequent photo-addition to the alternating double bonds in the polyene bridge of ICG [@B86]. In all, photo-responsive drug delivery remains a prominent theranostic strategy, due to its effectiveness in combining multimodal imaging and drug delivery.

### Magneto-driven nanotheranostics

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have emerged as one of the most efficient ways in physical stimuli-mediated drug delivery. In the presence of a time-varying magnetic field, magneto-driven nanoparticles realign their magnetic moments to the external magnetic field. Relaxation time constants usually characterize this type of process. The total power dissipated with respect to the misalignment can elevate the temperature of magnetic nanoparticles. In recent years, magnetic fluid thermotherapy *via* iron oxide nanoparticles has also gained a lot of interest in magnetic field-aided therapy. As portrayed in **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**, the use of MNPs, such as MRI-guided cell replacement therapy and small molecule therapeutics, MRI-based imaging of cancer-specific delivery [@B87] as well as negative contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging have been widely studied [@B88]. The potential of MNPs to be modified through multi-layered functionalization enhances its ability to be used concurrently as diagnostic and molecular imaging agents, as well as drug carriers [@B89]. Typically, upon their intracellular delivery *via* endocytosis, MNPs are clustered within the lysosomal region where they are expected to be degraded into ions [@B90]. An additional advantage is that these magnetic-responsive nanoparticles do not retain their magnetism when the magnetic field is withdrawn [@B91].

Hayashi and his colleagues synthesized a smart nanosystem to generate heat in response to alternating current magnetic field (ACMF) for a site-specific release of doxorubicin (Dox). The smart nanosystem was protected by PEG and folic acid as targeting moiety and was basically composed of a glass-transition temperature (Tg) polymer of 44 °C, Dox and clustered Fe~3~O~4~ NPs. To soften the polymer phase for the release of Dox, production of heat was triggered by the application of ACMF to the fabricated nanotheranostic system. The combination of magnetic treatment and chemotherapy by the smart nanosystem destroyed cancer cells in the entire tumour and achieved a desirable outcome without the recurrence of any malignancy [@B92]. Recently, a magneto-responsive drug carrier with a porous nanocomposite designed with a tumour-targeted lactoferrin (Lf) bio-gate as a cap on mesoporous iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONs) was developed by Su *et al.* to enhance deep tumour penetration. With high loading of gas-generated molecules, perfluorohexane (PFH), and hydrophobic anti-cancer drug (paclitaxel), the constructed Lf-MIONs could simultaneously perform bursting gas generation and responsive drug delivery upon magnetic field (MF) exposure. Biocompatible PFH was selected by the research group and encapsulated in MIONs due to its encouraging phase transition temperature of about 56 °C and its hydrophobic nature. ZnS-Capped CdSe QDs were loaded in an oleic amine (OA)-coated MION for diagnostic purposes. Loading of QDs in OA-coated MIONs was achieved by dispersing OA-coated MIONs in an organic solvent. *In vitro* studies showed that a short period of the MF treatment produced intense heat after increasing the local pressure and could substantially damage three-dimensional tumour spheroids to increase drug localization. As treatment continued, the Lf-MIONs entering the cells provided a burst-like drug release profile which led to an improved drug delivery to deep-seated diseased cells. Application of MF for 1 min caused a significant deformation of the tumour spheroids as observed in the quantum dot-aided fluorescence imaging. In all, the results completely confirmed the therapeutic effects of the magneto-chemo-thermal therapeutic efficacy of Lf-MIONs/PTX mediated by MIONs. However, the combined use of drug, PFH and MF resulted in the most effective outcome indicating that the PFH gasification in the tumour may help the particle penetration, leading to an effective magnetic-based theranostic intervention [@B93].

These are innovative magnetic field-sensitive delivery strategies that deserve special mention in cancer theranostics, and offer in-depth knowledge with regard to the use of magneto-driven nanotheranostics. As several groups have also exploited this external irritation to deliver nanotheranostic agents for their intended purpose, these techniques can be improved to steer it into clinical use. One notable setback observed in the use of magneto-responsive theranostic agents in clinical studies is the accumulation of nanoparticulates in tumours, and results in an extinction phenomenon that disrupts MR signals [@B94]. It is therefore expected that intelligent magnetic-based delivery systems will be able to amplify MR signals rather than interrupting the primary imaging technique used in most magnetic-based delivery strategies.

### Thermo-induced nanotheranostics

There is a significant difference between temperature-induced and photo-triggered theranostic systems. The latter focuses on directly altering the state of nanotheranostic systems to release the contents for their intended purpose while the former seeks to take advantage of the unique tumour temperature to alter the system to discharge cargoes. Yatvin *et al*. exploited thermosensitive liposomes (TSLs) for site-specific drug delivery, and their ground-breaking effort paved the way towards the future application of thermo-sensitive drug delivery [@B95]. When the local temperature reaches its phase-transition value, the membrane of TSL undergoes a phase transition from gelatinous to liquid crystalline phase. The permeability of its membrane significantly increases to promote the release of encapsulated cargo from liposomes [@B96]. Thermo-induced drug delivery which takes advantage of low melting point of membrane lipids has attracted increasing attention because of their low toxicity [@B97]. Although the concept of thermo-triggering was suggested several years ago, many technological constraints had to be solved to enable this approach to be translated into clinical use [@B98]. A variety of strategies has been developed to achieve local hyperthermia in solid tumours in combination with such liposomes. For instance, a warm water bath (\~43°C) has been proven to achieve mild hyperthermia and drug release in tumour-bearing murine legs [@B99]. However, this water bath approach also heats associated muscle and skin, as it does not only focus on tumours. Other intelligent methods have been employed to circumvent this setback. Many tumour-specific drug delivery systems in canine solid tumours use clinical scanning annular phased-array microwave applicators [@B100]. Despite the emergence of several techniques, current hyperthermia applicators are often limited in their ability to provide spatially accurate or deep thermal therapy to solid tumours. To address these challenges, high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been applied in non-invasive heating to establish hyperthermia (40-45 °C) in tumour tissues, and remains the most intelligent means of inducing hyperthermia in anticancer theranostic delivery. HIFU has extensively been combined with MRI in an integrated MR-guided high intensity focused ultrasound (MR-HIFU) system [@B98]. Special techniques have been developed to determine the targeting accuracy of MR-HIFU.

Recently, Partanen *et al.* developed a binary control algorithm which was used for real-time mild hyperthermia feedback control. Drug delivery *via* low temperature-sensitive liposomes (LTSLs) was measured with High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Data was compared to simulation results and analysed for temperature accuracy, spatial targeting accuracy and heating profile [@B101]. For a potential combination with LTSLs, MR-HIFU systems have been developed or modified to target deep tissues [@B102]. Hence, using HIFU for the temperature-induced theranostic release of therapeutic and imaging agents has gained much interest. A doxorubicin-loaded MSN with a thin layer of polyacrylamide designed by Dabbagh *et al*. possessed a relatively high loading efficiency and rapid temperature-dependent drug release behaviour. The low gelation temperature of the protective shell provided intelligent ways for the diffusion of drugs upon heating the tumour to its hyperthermia range. Interestingly, drug release measurements at different temperatures showed high drug leakage after 30 min [@B103]. As explained, a few of such strategies have been used in cancer nanotheranostics. Ponce *et al.* have demonstrated the ability to use manganese-loaded LTSLs for MRI -guided drug delivery [@B104]. LTSLs-loaded gadolinium-based nanotheranostics have also been investigated by several research groups [@B105]. Notable among thermal-sensitive nanotheranostics in recent years is doxorubicin-encapsulated LTSLs with lysolecithin lipid combined with a clinical MR-HIFU platform for image-guided drug delivery. Fluorescence microscopy was used to determine doxorubicin spatial distribution in the tumours. Sonication of VX2 tumours resulted in accurate and homogenous temperature control in the target region. LTSL+MR-HIFU resulted in significantly higher tumour doxorubicin concentrations [@B106]. HIFU-aided temperature sensitive nanotheranostics remain a prominent drug delivery system for cancer therapy and is expected to be utilized in the clinic in the next few years.

2.3 Multi-responsive theranostic nanosystems {#Section2.3}
--------------------------------------------

Numerous cancer nanotheranostics seek to take advantage of multiple stimuli to deliver its payload for optimized treatment and diagnosis. Multi-stimuli-responsive theranostic nanosystems combine two or more internal stimuli or external factors that are usually employed in cancer drug delivery [@B122]. Apart from stimuli sensitivity, these nanosystems may also utilize certain features that characterize cancer cells, and are meant to enhance specificity, efficacy, and provide a more vivid diagnosis. Several features that characterize or enable drug delivery in cancer cells have been used in recent years to aid predetermined routing of payload [@B123]-[@B125] and have further demonstrated that many nanosystems may employ a non-mutually exclusive approach in delivering their payloads. It is worth mentioning that, most of these responses may also occur as a combination of several stimuli occurring simultaneously in response to one or more stimuli. Most stimuli-induced theranostic polymeric systems may also contain one major polymer which is designed to combine two or more responsive mechanisms. For instance, a thermo-responsive polymer may also be sensitive to cellular pH [@B126]. Another relevant point is that most photo-based nanotheranostics which depend on reactive oxygen species generation may eventually lead to hypoxic conditions in the tumour environment [@B127]. Due to the acquired low oxygen levels, the release of theranostic cargo can significantly be impeded [@B128]. Therefore, the drastic reduction in the release of theranostics will require the presence of another strategy to efficiently overcome such an unpredictable condition. Hence, multi-responsive delivery systems will be highly beneficial to such photo-based platforms.

One innovative multi-responsive theranostic platform is a novel pH and reduction dual-sensitive micelle that was used for site-specific delivery. The novel copolymer was synthesized *via* Michael addition polymerization and combined with a reducing agent (DTT) for the efficient delivery of payload in a 6.5 pH medium [@B129]. Several other groups have utilized various intrinsic features in combination with external stimuli for cancer therapy and diagnosis. Yu *et al.* have investigated a doxorubicin-loaded Fe3O4\@SiO2 nanoparticle coated with PEG-poly (imidazole L-aspartamide), responsive to both pH and temperature [@B119]. Another group of researchers developed redox-, magnetic- and pH-sensitive Fe (II)-loaded PMAA microcontainer which was cross-linked by N, N-methylene-bisacrylamide and N, N-bis (acryloyl)-cystamine with daunorubicin as a therapeutic agent [@B130]. Since we seek to achieve an ideal solution to cancer, versatile multi-responsive theranostic nanosystems stand out as one of the key areas where researchers need to focus on, in order to take advantage of the numerous features of cancer cells for site-specific delivery and enhanced theranostic efficacy.

3. Strategies adapted to overcome challenges in theranostic delivery {#Section3}
====================================================================

In this review, we have highlighted various stimuli-sensitive drug delivery strategies for cancer theranostics. Due to multiple characteristics of cancer cells, a few of the strategies discussed earlier may be inefficient, making them unlikely to offer the expected outcome. We hereby present examples of innovative strategies employed in the field of cancer theranostics as a result of their potential to help overcome certain challenges and allow them to be successfully translated into clinical use.

Novel materials for nanotheranostic delivery
--------------------------------------------

Apart from stimuli-triggered drug delivery, other techniques employed in cancer theranostics can utilize a variety of strategies to deliver their cargoes to specific sites. Some nanosystems do not overly depend on stimuli sensitivity, but intelligently utilize material functionalization or characteristics such as efficient cellular and organelle penetration for site-specific delivery. Also, strategies such as water penetration-controlled and biodegradable drug delivery systems have previously been used for nanodelivery [@B131]. A number of specific target drug delivery systems that employ ligand/receptor binding, aptamer, peptide and antibody interactions are highly specific to cancer cells and have been applied in this field. In effect, such robust nanosystems which can efficiently target cancer cells to release their cargoes for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes deserve special mention as far as the field of nanotheranostic delivery is concerned.

For efficient theranostic routing within the circulatory system, bypassing the Mononuclear Phagocyte System (MPS) still poses a major challenge to most intelligent delivery strategies, despite their high tumour specificity [@B132]. The MPS is usually differentiated by the morphology, function, as well as origin and consists of macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic cells capable of initiating uptake of theranostic nanoparticulates [@B133], [@B134]. In view of this, some novel materials have been developed to ensure that nanotheranostics can be steered to their destination without triggering immune responses [@B135]. In most theranostic delivery systems, polyethylene glycol (PEG) [@B136] and other zwitterionic coatings have been used to achieve this aim [@B137]. Hydrophilic polymers such as poloxamers, polysorbate 80 and polysorbate 20 as well as polysaccharides like dextran have been used to efficiently coat conventional nanoparticles to help reduce the uptake by MPS [@B138], [@B139].

For site-specific theranostic delivery, a hybrid theranostic system which is capable of bypassing physiological barriers for efficient cytosolic delivery, using the nanoparticle\'s material modification, has been developed by Ferrari and co-researchers. The "leukolike" system employs the use of skillfully isolated cellular membranes from cells such as leukocytes to trigger interaction between the intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) on the endothelial cell membrane and the lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1), causing endothelial cytoskeletal remodelling and contractility during leukocyte diapedesis. The group also concluded that the theranostic platform is likely to avoid lysosomal trafficking. With subsequent studies, they further demonstrated that with or without the conspicuous tumour stimuli, this delivery strategy could mimic the behaviour of native leukocytes and may be a credible platform for site-specific cytosolic delivery of nanotheranostics [@B140]. On the other hand, the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has gained much interest due to their efficiency in delivering theranostic load into cellular compartments, even without significantly utilizing intrinsic or external irritations. Various findings have speculated that the translocation of CNT-based systems through the cell membrane usually follows a pH-independent passive process irrespective of cell type or nanotubes [@B141], [@B142]. Given the unique anisotropy of carbon-based systems, it is unclear which orientation governs interactions with cells [@B143]. However, most researchers have added to the claim that the affinity of CNTs for membranes appear to significantly enhance the rate of endocytosis as a result of their membrane activity, disrupting some of the endosomes as they shrink into lysosomes and enable them to interact independently with other cellular components [@B144], [@B145]. Most importantly, CNTs remain an important contrast agent for molecular diagnosis, aside from their ability to load other co-therapeutic and targeting molecules [@B146]. In addition, they possess a high aspect ratio (length per width) which allows a large surface area for modification with various functionalities [@B78]. The therapeutic and imaging abilities of CNTs have also been investigated, making them one of the best candidates which can be employed in theranostic delivery systems. Recently, Das *et al*. constructed a theranostic prodrug which was based on multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), strategically decorated with a fluorochrome (Alexa-fluor, AF488/647), radionuclide (Technitium-99m) and anticancer agent (methotrexate, MTX). Most importantly, whereas folate-conjugated nanoformulation followed a lysosomal trafficking pathway, an independent cytoplasmic delivery of the theranostic prodrug *via* cellular internalization pathway was observed [@B16]. Interestingly another group earlier demonstrated that, with or without cancer-specific targeting moieties and external stimuli, CNT drug delivery systems can be used to deliver theranostic agents into the cytoplasm [@B147]. *In vitro* imaging studies with QD luminescence and confocal microscopy in head and neck squamous carcinoma cells (HNSCCs), which overexpress EGF receptors (EGFR), showed that SWNT-QD-EGF bioconjugates internalized rapidly into cancer cells. Fractions of cells lacking EGFR internalized and delivered some SWNT-QD-EGF, suggesting a secondary mechanism possibly related to those in systems where EGFR aided endocytosis and applied stimulus is not possible. This strategy can be exploited for future cancer delivery where stimuli response may not be in the position to ensure the desired delivery [@B148]. Most research groups have employed carbon nano-based theranostic delivery with surface functionalization to ensure specific targeting to tumour cells while relying on the robust penetration, accumulation and release of carbon nanomaterials which enhance delivery of theranostic load for effective cancer therapy and diagnosis. These novel materials can be explored to deliver nanotheranostics that take advantage of their material properties to offload the theranostic cargo.

Nanotheranostics for circulating tumour cells (CTCS)
----------------------------------------------------

We have given a detailed description of various theranostic strategies employed in solid tumour drug delivery in previous sections. However, during cancer metastasis, a fraction of these cancerous cells circulate in biological fluids such as the lymph, blood, and cerebrospinal fluids. It is estimated that metastasis cause approximately 90% of cancer deaths, and thus theranostic systems used to address the problem of circulating tumour cells (CTCs) as well as circulating cancer stem cells (CCSCs) are highly required in this field [@B149]. As depicted in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (A)**, the primary idea is to design drug delivery systems specific to these CTCs that can be detected in the biological fluids using *in vivo* and *ex vivo* cell separation devices that help to efficiently capture and treat cancer cells. The most relevant points considered in the design of such drug delivery systems include their ability to specifically target CTCs/CCSCs which possess an extensive variety of features and their ability to be detected in biological fluids within acceptable limits. Hence, these nanomaterials are designed with the aim of incorporating specific moieties with high affinity for specific markers that characterize CTCs but absent in normal blood and endothelial cells and could be detected as they are selectively attached to CTCs in the circulatory system [@B149]. In recent years, a few detection techniques which rely on epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) antibody have been developed for CTC detection after their approval by U.S. FDA [@B150]. NanoVelcro cell-affinity assay capable of incorporating capture agent-coated nanostructured substrates has been developed and has also witnessed the inclusion of various nanoparticulates for effective CTC detection [@B151]. As shown in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (B)**, numerous formulations have been used for non-invasive label-free or targeted detection of cells in blood, lymph, cerebral, bone and plant vasculatures using photoacoustic (PA) detection techniques [@B152]. Cells with low endogenous absorption can be labelled directly in the bloodstream through intravenous injection of strongly absorbing functionalized nanoparticles which are highly specific to CTCs or CCSCs. Recently, a novel nanotheranostic platform, which consists of functionalized NPs as unique NIR-absorbing low toxic super-contrast PA molecular agents for *in vivo* photoacoustic flow cytometry (PAFC) in combination with photothermal flow cytometry (PTFC), has emerged as a good clinical candidate [@B153]. A novel nanotheranostic strategy was developed for both therapeutic and diagnostic roles wherein gold nanotubes (GNTs) were coated with PEG and conjugated with folates. A spherical magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) coated with PEG and the amphiphilic triblock polymer was conjugated to an amino terminal fragment of urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (ATF-uPAR) and used as a triple (magnetic, PT and PA) contrast agent. A cocktail of these conjugated nanoparticles (GNT-folate and MNP-ATF) was injected intravenously into circulation to specifically target circulating tumours. Two-colour PA detection technique was successfully used to identify CTCs [@B154]. In similar studies, the group further developed other drug delivery strategies and successfully demonstrated its theranostic potential in melanoma CTCs [@B155] and breast CTCs and CCSCs [@B154]. Treatment of CTCs and CCSCs poses a variety of challenges to the quest for an antidote for metastasis and as such, nanosystems that are specific to these diseased cells need a lot of attention in the field of nanotheranostics.

Techniques for improving photo-based theranostics
-------------------------------------------------

One major problem for theranostics involving photodynamic therapy is the inaccessibility of UV light to deep-seated tumours. Below 700 nm, UV light does not efficiently penetrate the surface of diseased tissues. Therefore, for deep and efficient tissue penetration, the excitation of photosensitizers should be shifted to NIR range where the wavelength is relatively high. As such, recent studies have basically focused on the incorporation of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) into theranostic delivery systems to enable the use of NIR light for simultaneous photodynamic therapy and fluorescence imaging [@B43], [@B156]. **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** indicates how UCNPs undergo continuous absorption of photons, leading to the emission of light at a shorter wavelength than the initial excitation wavelength in a non-linear optical phenomenon [@B157]. It has been established that upon NIR irradiation, some lanthanide ion-doped materials emit visible fluorescence. The sensitizer which is usually Yb^3+^ efficiently absorbs NIR light over a range of 700-1000 nm and transfers the energy to the activators (Ho^3+^, Er^3+^, Tm^3+^) *via* luminescence resonance energy transfer [@B158]. Besides, UCNPs exhibit remarkable photostability, efficient cellular penetration, low background autofluorescence and high conversion efficiency of NIR photons into visible and ultraviolet ones as compared to QDs and organic dyes [@B159]. The most investigated UCNP is NaREF~4~ crystal, where RE stands for rare earth elements, including all the known lanthanides on the periodic table. Because of the low solubility of this crystal in most solvents, they are usually synthesized using the co-precipitation method. A novel UCNP photosensitive theranostic drug delivery system was constructed for multimodal imaging (NIR, MR and CT trimodal imaging) and NIR-activated platinum prodrug delivery. Dicarboxyl light-activated platinum (IV) prodrugs trans, trans, trans-\[Pt (N~3~)~2~-(NH~3~) (py) (O~2~CCH~2~CH~2~COOH)~2~\] (DPP) was conjugated to the surface of lanthanide-doped metal nanocarrier and coated with a PEG monolayer. From their findings, they demonstrated that the photosensitive release of drugs by the trans-platinum (IV) prodrug could be activated by NIR irradiation through the NIR-to-UV UCNP luminescence technique. The research group successfully used the respective moieties for fluorescence imaging *via* NIR-to-NIR upconversion luminescence imaging, MRI using Gd^3+^ ions and CT imaging using Yb and Gd nanoparticles as contrast agents [@B160]. A multifunctional NIR-triggered theranostic nanosystem based on UCNP-polyoxyethylene bis (amine)-trismethylpyridylporphyrin-fullerene nanocomposite (UCNP-PEG-FA/PC70) has recently been designed for image-guided (fluorescence/upconversion luminescence/MRI) photodynamic therapy. The upconversion emission, MRI and fluorescence signal from UCNPs and PC70 nanocomposite enable UCNP-PEG-FA/PC70 to act as a multimodal diagnostic agent, accompanied by image-guided photodynamic therapy. *In vitro*and *in vivo* results suggest that this smart nanocomposite stands out as an NIR light-triggered and targeted theranostic platform for imaging-guided cancer theranostics [@B156]. Much research is therefore needed to ensure that UCNPs can be exploited and used in clinical practice.

Cerenkov radiation (CR) is a special type of radiation which is achieved when charged particles such as electrons and positrons travel faster than the speed of light in a given medium [@B161], [@B162]. This eventually leads to the emission of UV light that tails off to the visible spectrum (250-600 nm) [@B163]. In any case, the method employed for photo-based drug delivery systems has the probability of being affected by the attenuation of radiation in tissues, thereby restricting phototherapy to peripheral tumour regions [@B164]. The use of CR as a less expensive, high-throughput substitute for PET imaging known as Cerenkov luminescence imaging (CLI) is well documented [@B165]. In recent years, advances in molecular imaging for low-intensity light detection have enabled the use of Cerenkov radiation or its combination with energy-harvesting nanoparticulates, such as QDs and porphyrins for phototherapy [@B166]. The renewed attention in Cerenkov radiation for cancer therapy and diagnostics began after scientists detected measurable amounts of radiation emanating from a radionuclide-bearing live mouse [@B163], [@B167], [@B168]. Most recently, Kotagiri *et al*. developed a versatile nanosystem that offers a way to take advantage of low-radiance-sensitive nano-photosensitizers to achieve a depth-independent CR-mediated photodynamic therapy and imaging. CR from radionuclides was used to activate titanium dioxide (TiO~2~), an oxygen-independent photosensitizer. TiO~2~-Transferrin (Tf), a fluorescent analogue of TiO~2~-Tf was fabricated by replacing the Tf with holo-Tf, labelled with an Alexa 680 fluorescent dye (AlexaTf) to prepare TiO~2~-AlexaTf for *in vivo* and *ex vivo* optical imaging. The group demonstrated that the administration of transferrin-coated TiO~2~ nanoparticles and clinically used radionuclides in mice and co-localization in tumours resulted in a total elimination of diseased cells or an increase in the survival of mice. After a single dose of TiO~2~-PEG and ^64^Cu, histological analysis of tumours obtained from tumour-bearing mice showed the selective destruction of diseased cells and high quantities of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes which suggest that both ROS and the activation of the immune system aided the destruction of cancer cells [@B166]. These are some of the novel techniques that seek to enhance the formulation and facilitate effective delivery of photo-based nanotheranostics to increase their chances of being translated from bench to bedside.

4. Current theranostics in clinical trials {#Section4}
==========================================

As discussed in this review, nanotheranostics will certainly serve as one of the most innovative techniques for future cancer treatment in clinical practice. Most of the discussion focused on the novel platforms which are still in the process of development. Therefore, it is relevant to take a closer look at the possible candidates which may end up in the clinic in the next couple of years. **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** summarizes the current theranostic medicines which are undergoing clinical investigation under the watch of the U. S. National Institutes of Health.

5. Conclusion and Future Prospects {#Section5}
==================================

Cancer theranostics stands out as a pivot in the development of future cancer drugs. As described in this review, researchers strive to produce tailored nanotheranostics by combining therapy and diagnosis for personalized medicine in the near future. These strategies have demonstrated their abilities, including enhancing the specificity, efficacy, and safety associated with drug delivery for different types of tumours. As indicated in this review, there are currently a handful of theranostic medicines under clinical trials. Therefore, it is expected that with the development of theranostics inspired by clever delivery and imaging systems, cancer nanotheranostics will lead the way to a more specific and individualized cancer treatment. This will help to solve the problem of late detection of cancer and pave the way for easier detection systems as well as highly specific treatment strategies for cancer. Obviously, versatile cancer nanotheranostic systems stand out as promising platforms and will play a pivotal role in the clinical treatment of cancer in the near future.
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NOTA-ZnO PEG

:   1,4,7-triazacyclononane-N,N′,N′′-triacetic acid-zinc oxide poly(ethyleneglycol)

PEG-PCL-PNIPAM

:   Poly (ethylene glycol)-poly (e-caprolactone)-poly-N-isopropylacrylamide

NapFFKYp

:   (2S)-2-\[\[(2S)-6-amino-2-\[\[(2S)-2-\[\[(2S)-2-\[(2-naphthalen-2-ylmethyl)amino\]-3-phenylpropanoyl\]amino\]-3-phenylpropanoyl\]amino\] hexanoyl\]amino\]-3-(4-phosphonooxy phenyl)propanoic acid

MAL-PEG-PLA

:   Maleimide- poly (ethylene glycol)-poly lactic acid

PAMA-DMMA

:   Poly (2-aminoethyl methacrylate) 2, 3-dimethylmaleic anhydride

Fe~3~O~4~\@SiO~2~

:   Iron (III) oxide/Silicon Dioxide

DiR

:   1,1\'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3\',3\'-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide

PAA

:   Polyacrylic Acid

CdSe/ZnS QD

:   Cadmium selenide/ Zinc Sulphide Quantum Dots

PGMA-g-EDA-PEG

:   Propylene Glycol Methyl Ether Acetate-grafted-ethylenediamine-grafted-poly (ethylene glycol)

Ha-PPyNPs

:   Hyaluronic acid-conjugated polypyrrole nanoparticles

DOTA

:   1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid

QD-ANI

:   Quantum Dot (2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl) aminonaphthalimide

Zn(II)Pc

:   Zinc (II) Phthalocyanine

FASOC

:   Folate Acid modified Amphiphilic N succinyl-N^1^-octyl Chitosan

Yb

:   Ytterbium

Ho

:   Holmium

Er

:   Erbium

Tm

:   Thulium.

![General representation of nanotheranostics with subsequent delivery induced by physical irritation.](thnov06p0986g001){#F1}

![(A) Schematic representation of pH-responsive fluorescence image-guided delivery of nanotheranostics (B) pH-responsive nanotheranostics indicating a site-specific acid dissolution of ZnO in tumour environment as suggested by changes observed in green fluorescence imaging of integrin α~v~β~3~ on live U87MG with respect to time. Adapted with permission from [@B59] Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.](thnov06p0986g002){#F2}

![(A) Schematic diagram of an enzyme responsive theranostic system with ALP- triggered conversion of micelle to nanofibre for image-guided nanotheranostics. (B) Fluorescence imaging of enzyme responsive nanofibre after 4 h, 24 h and 48 h respectively, showing a site-specific delivery of theranostics as compared to ICG alone. Adapted with permission from [@B76]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society](thnov06p0986g003){#F3}

![Magneto-driven nanotheranostics combined with magnetic resonance based multi-modal imaging. "Adapted with permission from [@B25]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society".](thnov06p0986g004){#F4}

![(A) Targeting circulating tumour cells in blood cells by nanotheranostics and subsequent *ex vivo* diagnosis. (B) Schematic illustration showing magnetic CTCs capturing and detection by nanotheranostics with high photoacoustic signals. Adapted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: \[Nat. Nanotechnol.\] [@B152], Copyright (2009).](thnov06p0986g005){#F5}

![Upconversion nanoparticle-aided phototherapy and imaging ensuring effective theranostic effect. Adapted with permission from [@B44] Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.](thnov06p0986g006){#F6}

###### 

Examples of stimuli-sensitive nanosystems for cancer theranostics.

  Diagnostic/Contrast agent   Therapeutic Agent                      Carrier/ Material                    Stimuli          References
  --------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------- ------------
  Indocyanine green (ICG)     Indocyanine green (ICG)                NapFFKYp Peptide                     Enzyme           \[76\]
  Indocyanine green (ICG)     Doxorubicin/ Indocyanine green (ICG)   PEG-PCL-PNIPAM terpolymer            pH/Enzyme        \[107\]
  Gadolinium ^3+^(Gd^3+^)     Doxorubicin                            Polymer-Caged Nanobins               pH               \[108\]
  Gadolinium^3+^/WS~2~        WS~2~                                  WS~2~:Gd^3+^-PEG nanoflakes          Light            \[109\]
  ^64^Cu/ZnO                  ZnO                                    NOTA-ZnO PEG-NH~2~                   pH               \[59\]
  ^64^Cu/DOTA                 IOPs                                   Poly-Aspartic acid(PASP)             \-               \[110\]
  UCNP                        Rose bengal (RB)                       UCNP/PEG                             Light            \[44\]
  UCNP/Ce6                    Ce6                                    UCNP/PEG                             Light            \[111\]
  UCNP/Zn(II)Pc               Zn(II)Pc                               FASOC                                Light            \[43\]
  Protoporphyrin IX           Protoporphyrin IX                      PEG-PLA copolymer                    Light            \[112\]
  Protoporphyrin IX           Protoporphyrin IX                      Glycol chitosan (dendrimer)          Light            \[113\]
  IONP                        Doxorubucin/ Taxol                     Oleic acid/pluronic                  Magnetic Field   \[114\]
  IONP                        Doxorubicin                            MAL-PEG-PLA micelle                  pH               \[115\]
  FITC                        Doxorubicin (DOX)                      PAMA-DMMA                            pH               \[116\]
  AuNP                        AuNP                                   Anti-Mucin 7-AUNP                    Light            \[117\]
  AuNP                        AuNP                                   pNIPAAm                              Light            \[118\]
  Fe3O4\@SiO2                 Doxorubicin                            PEG-poly (imidazole L-aspartamide)   pH               \[119\]
  DiI, DiR                    SPION/Taxol                            PAA                                  Magnetic Field   \[120\]
  CdSe/ZnS QD                 Doxorubicin                            PGMA-g-EDA-g-PEG                     pH               \[12\]
  Doxorubicin                 Doxorubicin                            Ha-PPyNPs                            pH               \[121\]
  DiI, DiR                    SPION/Taxol                            PAA                                  Magnetic Field   \[120\]

###### 

Examples of theranostics under clinical investigation for specific malignancies.

  Theranostics                             Diagnostic Intervention   Type of Cancer                                                      Study Start Date   References
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------
  177-Lu-PP-F11N                           CT Imaging                Thyroid Cancer                                                      April 2015         \[169\]
  68 Ga-DOTA-JR11/177Lu-DOTA-JR11          PET/CT Imaging            Neuroendocrine Tumours                                              November 2015      \[170\]
  90Y-DOTA-tyr3-Octreotide/ 68Ga-DOTATOC   PET/CT Imaging            Neuroendocrine, carcinoid tumours, Neuroblastoma, Medulloblastoma   May 2015           \[171\]
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